Mindtree is a global IT services provider with dual headquarters in Bengaluru, India, and Warren, New Jersey. The company serves as a trusted partner to enterprises to deliver end-to-end cloud transformation services at scale. Mindtree is a Microsoft Azure Gold Partner and an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner. In the U.S., Mindtree has a strong presence in high tech, media and banking, financial services and insurance verticals.

**Overview**

Mindtree is an experienced provider for secure and rapid migration engagements. Its holistic migration strategy and automated approach for public cloud transformation differentiates itself among its peers. Although Mindtree has top level partnership with Microsoft, it is still an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and only has two competencies, and migration is not one of them. The company needs to improve its partnership levels with both AWS and Google Cloud Platform soon and rack up more competencies from AWS.

**Strengths**

- **Comprehensive migration process:** Mindtree’s cloud transformation engagements involve assessing applications holistically before migrating, and it redesigns workloads to leverage both IaaS and PaaS solutions. Mindtree uses its continuous testing and DevOps capabilities, application monitoring, real-time analytics, AI predictive analysis and automated troubleshooting to improve application performance, availability and security.

- **Automation focused:** The company follows a migration factory-led assessment, where enterprise workloads are migrated to the public cloud through a standardized process, most of which is automated to speed up the entire process. Mindtree also integrates all the clients’ IT assets to the newly upgraded systems and then automates every possible task in the ecosystem.

- **Cloud center of excellence:** Mindtree has built a cloud center of excellence where several architects and subject matter experts from Mindtree and the enterprise customer’s organization work together to streamline the entire cloud migration experience and enable a robust support system for the new environment.

**Caution**

Although Mindtree has top level partnership with Microsoft, it is still an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and only has two competencies, and migration is not one of them. The company needs to improve its partnership levels with both AWS and Google Cloud Platform soon and rack up more competencies from AWS.